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Dynamic programming languages such as Python and Ruby are widely used, and much effort is spent on
making them efficient. One substantial research effort in this direction is the enabling of parallel code execution.
While there has been significant progress, making dynamic collections efficient, scalable, and thread-safe is an
open issue. Typical programs in dynamic languages use few but versatile collection types. Such collections are
an important ingredient of dynamic environments, but are difficult to make safe, efficient, and scalable.
In this paper, we propose an approach for efficient and concurrent collections by gradually increasing
synchronization levels according to the dynamic needs of each collection instance. Collections reachable only
by a single thread have no synchronization, arrays accessed in bounds have minimal synchronization, and
for the general case, we adopt the Layout Lock paradigm and extend its design with a lightweight version
that fits the setting of dynamic languages. We apply our approach to Ruby’s Array and Hash collections. Our
experiments show that our approach has no overhead on single-threaded benchmarks, scales linearly for
Array and Hash accesses, achieves the same scalability as Fortran and Java for classic parallel algorithms, and
scales better than other Ruby implementations on Ruby workloads.
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INTRODUCTION

Dynamically-typed languages are widely accepted as a tool for convenient and fast software
development. Originally, interpreters for dynamic languages in the tradition of Python, Ruby, and
JavaScript did not provide high efficiency, but over the years this has improved considerably. There
has been a growing body of research improving the efficiency of program execution for these
languages [Bolz et al. 2013; Bolz and Tratt 2013; Chambers et al. 1989; Clifford et al. 2015; Daloze
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array = Array.new()
# append integers to a global array
t1 = Thread.new { array.append(4) }
t2 = Thread.new { array.append(7) }
# wait for threads and print result
t1.join(); t2.join()
print array.size()

Output:
# On MRI, CPython, Jython, PyPy, etc
2
# completely sequentialized
# On JRuby, Rubinius, TruffleRuby: two possible outputs
ConcurrencyError in RubyArray # low-level error
1
# incorrect result, appends were lost

Listing 1. A Ruby example illustrating the state of the art for collections in dynamic language implementations.
The state of the art either supports concurrent modification of collections but then sequentializes every
operation on the collection, or supports parallel access to the collection but not concurrent modifications.

et al. 2016; Degenbaev et al. 2016; Würthinger et al. 2017; Wöß et al. 2014]. A major opportunity to
increase performance is parallelism, allowing programmers to implement parallel algorithms and
supporting their execution in the runtime.
Daloze et al. [2016] made significant progress by ensuring that objects can be safely and efficiently
represented in multithreaded runtimes. However, one major problem remains unsolved: how can
we represent collections safely and efficiently that use optimizations such as storage strategies [Bolz
et al. 2013]? To give just one example, in today’s dynamic language implementations, it is possible
that multiple threads append to an array, and the result is either that all appends are successful, that
one gets an error because of a race condition in the underlying implementation, or that appends
are lost (cf. Listing 1). In this work, we present a safe, efficient, and scalable approach that can be
applied to synchronize a wide range of collections.
As indicated with Listing 1, most dynamic language implementations do not support both concurrent modification of collections and parallel access to the collection. When they do support
concurrent modifications, there is an overhead for ensuring thread safety, for instance by degrading
single-threaded performance or by not scaling even on workloads that do not require synchronization. JavaScript prevents sharing of arrays1 and dictionaries between threads. Ruby and Python
support sharing, but their standard implementations (MRI, CPython) rely on global interpreter locks
(GIL) preventing parallel code execution. Jython does not use a GIL but synchronizes every object
and collection access [Juneau et al. 2010], which degrades scalability. PyPy-STM [Meier et al. 2016]
emulates the GIL semantics and enables scaling but incurs a significant overhead on single-threaded
performance. JRuby [Nutter et al. 2018] and Rubinius [Phoenix et al. 2018] aim for scalability but
provide no thread safety for built-in collections. Instead, developers are expected to synchronize
all accesses to Array or Hash objects, even for operations that appear to be atomic at the language
level. This does not fit with our expectation of what dynamic languages should provide.
In this paper, we make the next step for parallelism in dynamic languages by enabling safe, efficient
and parallel access to collections. Our new design for parallel collections builds on two contributions:
a new gradual synchronization mechanism for collections and a refined version of the Layout
Lock [Cohen et al. 2017]. The gradual synchronization mechanism migrates collections between
three levels of synchronization, depending on the dynamic needs of each collection instance. The
first level avoids synchronization entirely for collections that are accessible only by a single thread.
This is done by adopting the approach of Daloze et al. [2016], which distinguishes between local
and shared collections. Local collections, which are only reachable by a single thread, do not need
synchronization, and therefore their performance is not reduced.
When a collection becomes shared between multiple threads, the second synchronization level
is activated. Concurrent algorithms often use fixed-size arrays and rely on parallel read and write
1 ECMAScript

2018 introduces SharedArrayBuffer, which allows sharing primitive data but not objects.
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accesses. For such usage patterns, we employ a minimal synchronization strategy that monitors
such arrays only for violations of their assumed fixed size and storage.
Finally, for the general case of shared collections, which must support dynamic layout changes
(e.g., when growing an array to accommodate more elements), we move to the third synchronization
level. There, we adopt the Layout Lock, which synchronizes concurrent accesses to the collection
with layout changes. The Layout Lock enables parallel accesses to a collection in an efficient and
scalable manner when there are no layout changes involved.
However, the original Layout Lock design expects few layout changes and, as a result, is inefficient
for frequent layout changes, which happen, e.g., when append operations are executed in a loop.
Therefore, we designed a new Lightweight Layout Lock handling the needs of dynamic language
collections by making frequent layout changes efficient and improving the memory footprint.
We implemented our approach by extending TruffleRuby [Seaton et al. 2017], a high-performance
Ruby implementation and obtained thread safety for the two main collections in Ruby: Array and
Hash. The gradual synchronization mechanism is executed automatically and transparently, enabling
developers to use the language’s built-in collections safely in a concurrent setting, without paying a
performance or scalability penalty. The thread-safety guarantees are at the level of single collection
operations, and are guaranteed even in the presence of data races in the user program. Synchronizing
multiple operations remains the user’s responsibility.
Finally, we provide an extensive evaluation of the proposed design. Measuring performance of
parallel programs for a concurrent dynamic language implementation is tricky, because benchmarks
have not yet been written and selected by the community. Another contribution of this paper is a
proposal for a set of benchmarks that can be used to measure the performance of parallel dynamic
language implementations. We have ported known benchmarks and we have written concurrent
programs that make use of collections in parallel. We also created micro-benchmarks to assess
specific behaviors of the implementation.
Our experiments show that our approach has no overhead on single-threaded benchmarks, scales
linearly for Array and Hash accesses, achieves the same scalability as Fortran and Java for classic
parallel algorithms, and scales better than other Ruby implementations on Ruby workloads.
Based on these results, we hope that memory models for dynamic languages will include built-in
collections as an integral part of the memory model to give developers stronger guarantees.
The contributions of this paper are:
• A method of gradual synchronization, migrating collections between multiple levels of
synchronization, depending on the dynamic needs of each collection instance, retaining
single-threaded performance while providing thread safety and enabling scalability,
• the design and implementation of three concurrent strategies for synchronizing two central built-in collections, Array and Hash, that are common to many dynamic programming
languages, of which the main principles are applicable to other collections,
• the Lightweight Layout Lock, which enables better scalability and efficiency than state-ofthe-art locks for concurrent strategies that require the highest level of synchronization,
• a benchmark suite consisting of micro-benchmarks, the NAS Parallel Benchmarks [Bailey
et al. 1991], and various Ruby workloads,
• an evaluation of the scalability and performance of our solution using the benchmark suite.

2

BACKGROUND

This section reviews the state of the art for concurrency in Ruby, and details work we rely on.
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Concurrency in Ruby

While our proposed techniques are applicable to other dynamic languages and collections, we focus
on Ruby to allow for more concrete discussions of issues.
Ruby applications use concurrency widely in production. For instance, the Ruby on Rails web
framework [Hansson et al. 2018] uses multithreading by default [Rails Project 2018]. However, the
Ruby language does not specify concurrency semantics, so different Ruby implementations provide
different thread-safety guarantees. The reference implementation, Matz’s Ruby Interpreter (MRI)
employs a global interpreter lock (GIL) to protect VM data structures and Ruby’s built-in collections
(Array and Hash). The global lock is released during blocking I/O, allowing, e.g., database requests,
to run concurrently. However, the GIL completely sequentializes the execution of Ruby code.
JRuby and Rubinius can run Ruby code in parallel, but do not synchronize built-in collections,
most likely to avoid a performance overhead. Listing 1 shows that concurrently appending to an
Array can throw implementation-level exceptions with JRuby and Rubinius. Consequently, developers
using JRuby or Rubinius need to change their Ruby style to avoid triggering such problems, or
need to rely on additional synchronization, which would not be necessary on MRI and therefore
introduces additional overhead. Section 7.7 discusses an example we found in the benchmarks. It
is just one instance, but we expect many such cases in the wild. Notably, Rubygems and Bundler,
the standard tools for tracking dependencies, had multiple bug reports where the tools would
throw exceptions caused by the unsafe built-in collections in alternative implementations [Kumar
2013; Shirai 2016, 2018]. Even though Ruby does not specify that collections should be thread-safe,
developers rely on such characteristics.
TruffleRuby [Seaton et al. 2017] is a Ruby implementation on the JVM using the Truffle framework [Würthinger et al. 2012] and the Graal compiler [Würthinger et al. 2017]. TruffleRuby’s
thread-safe objects [Daloze et al. 2016] make reading, updating, adding, and removing fields threadsafe. However, collections are not thread-safe and can exhibit issues similar to JRuby and Rubinius.
We address this problem in this paper.
Concurrent Ruby [D’Antonio and Chalupa 2017], an external library, provides thread-safe variants of the Array and Hash collections. However, this requires the use of a different collection
for concurrent code (e.g., Concurrent::Array.new), which is error-prone and inconsistent with
the notion of dynamic languages having few but versatile collections [Marr and Daloze 2018].
Furthermore, these collections do not scale as they use an exclusive lock per instance.
Therefore, one goal of this work is to make the versatile built-in collections safe, efficient, and
scalable, so that they provide the same convenience and semantics developers are used to from
MRI, while enabling parallel applications.
2.2

Storage Strategies for Collections

Bolz et al. [2013] proposed storage strategies as an optimization for dynamic languages. They
represent homogeneous collections of primitive values such as integers and floats using compact
encodings of raw values, thus avoiding extra indirections and boxing or tagging overhead. The
storage strategy of a collection such as array, set, or dictionary adapts at run time based on the values
stored in it. Collection that hold only integers can encode them directly in memory. However, if a
collection mixes objects and integers, it falls back to representing integers as boxed values uniformly
with the other objects. Since objects and primitives are rarely mixed, the compact representations
improves performance and reduces memory overhead [Bolz et al. 2013].
The flexibility and efficiency gains of storage strategies led to their adoption in high-performance
dynamic language implementations such as PyPy [Bolz et al. 2009], V8 [Clifford et al. 2015], and
TruffleRuby. Unfortunately, storage strategies complicate accessing such collections concurrently.
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For example, an array with a storage strategy for integers needs to change to a generic strategy
when another thread stores an object in the array. All threads immediately need to use the new
storage strategy, which requires complex synchronization and restricts scalability.
2.3

Reachability and Thread-Safe Objects

Daloze et al. [2016] introduced a thread-safe object storage model for dynamic languages. Their
solution enables efficient synchronization of accesses to objects that support specialized storage for
primitive values [Wöß et al. 2014] and dynamic addition and removal of fields.
For efficiency, they track whether objects are shared between threads or local to a single thread.
This tracking is based on the reachability of objects from global roots such as global variables
accessible to all threads. Reachability is updated by a write barrier on shared objects. When a local
object is written to a shared object, it becomes reachable, and is marked as shared, as well as all local
objects that can be reached from it. This mark is part of the object’s shape, the meta-data describing
the fields of an object. Marking as shared means changing the object’s shape to an identical shape
but with an extra shared flag set to true. To maintain correctness of the reachability information,
the whole object graph that becomes reachable is traversed. For the common case of small object
graphs, Daloze et al. used write barriers that specialized themselves and minimize the overhead.
Using shapes to distinguish between shared and local objects enables Daloze et al. to reuse
existing shape checks, without adding run-time overhead. For example, shape checks done for
method calls and object field accesses determine also whether an object is shared without additional
cost. In theory, this doubles the maximum number of shapes in a system, and could thereby increase
the polymorphism of method calls. However, in practice, they did not observe such negative effects.
Local objects do not need any synchronization, which means there is no overhead until an object
becomes shared. Shared objects require synchronization on all write operations, and on operations
that add or remove fields from the object. Their approach uses a monitor per shared object, so
all write operations on the same object are serialized. This is undesirable for collections, where
concurrent write operations are common and parallel execution is required to achieve scalability.
2.4

Layout Lock

Cohen et al. [2017] proposed the Layout Lock, a synchronization paradigm and scalable locking
algorithm that distinguishes between three types of accesses to a data structure: read accesses,
write accesses, and layout changes. Layout changes are complex modifications of the data structure
that require exclusive access, such as reallocating the internal storage to accommodate more
elements [De Wael et al. 2015; Xu 2013]. The Layout Lock design strongly depends on the assumption
that read operations are very frequent, write operations are frequent and layout changes are rare.
As a result, the Layout Lock is optimized for concurrent read and write operations, but not for
layout change operations which carry a high synchronization overhead.
The low-overhead and scalability of read and write operations with the Layout Lock are highly
desirable for built-in collections. Unfortunately, for standard collections such as arrays or dictionaries in dynamic languages, we cannot make the assumption that layout changes are rare, since they
might happen much more frequently. For instance in Ruby, it is common to create an empty array
from a literal [] expression2 and then append elements to it, or even use it as a stack.

2 In

the Ruby standard library alone, there are more than 800 empty literals.
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Table 1. Semantics of GIL-based and unsafe implementations showing possible outcomes, and our goals.
Example
1

Initial: array = [0, 0]

GIL

Goal

Unsafe

[1, 2]

[1, 2]

[1, 2]

["s", 2]

["s", 2]

["s", 2]
["s", 0]

[1, 2]
[2, 1]

[1, 2]
[2, 1]

[1, 2]
[2, 1]
[1]/[2]

{a:1, b:2}
{b:2, a:1}

{a:1, b:2}
{b:2, a:1}

{a:1, b:2}
{b:2, a:1}
{a:1}/{b:2}
{a:2}/{b:1}

1

1
0

1
0

2
1

2
1

2
1

array[0] = 1 array[1] = 2
Result: print array

2

Initial: array = [0, 0]
array[0] = "s" array[1] = 2
Result: print array

3

Initial: array = []
array << 1 array << 2
Result: print array

exception
4

Initial: hash = {}
hash[:a] = 1 hash[:b] = 2
Result: print hash

exception
5

Initial: a = [0, 0]; result = -1
a[0] = 1 wait() until a[1] == 2
a[1] = 2 result = a[0]
Result: print result

6

3

key = Object.new; h = {key => 0}
h[key] += 1 h[key] += 1
Result: print h[key]

THREAD SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

The semantics of GIL-based and unsafe implementations can differ significantly. This section uses
examples to illustrate the semantics of representative operations. Based on these, we define the
goals for this paper and then discuss the requirements to be fulfilled.
Desired Semantic Intuition. Table 1 gives six examples to guide the discussion. While such a list
is inherently incomplete, we included representative cases. Each example starts with an initial
state on the first line, and then two threads run the two actions below in parallel. The last line
specifies how the result is obtained. The columns GIL and Unsafe shows the possible outcomes.
Goal represents the semantics that can be achieved with our approach.
Example 1 updates distinct indices of an Array in parallel, with the same type of elements
(integers). This has the expected outcome for all categories since all implementations only need to
update two separate memory locations and then read those locations.
In Example 2, the first thread writes a String (i.e., an Object, not an integer), while the second
writes an integer. Unsafe implementations can lose updates, because of storage strategies (cf.
Section 2.2). When performing array[0] = "s", the storage array is migrated from an int[] to an
Object[] storage. This requires copying values from the int[] storage. If the second thread writes
the integer after the copy but before the new Object[] storage is used, then that update is lost.
Since there are no races at the application level, our goal is to ensure that such updates are not lost.
In Example 3, the two threads appends concurrently to an Array, similar to Listing 1. These
appends resize the underlying storage if it is not large enough. While the ordering of the elements
is non-deterministic, the GIL guarantees both elements to be in the Array. However, Unsafe can
lose one of the appends due to resizing, or it may throw an index-out-of-bounds exception, when
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another thread sets a too small storage concurrently. On the application level, such implementation
details should not be visible, and thus, lost updates and exceptions should not happen.
Example 4 adds two entries to a dictionary concurrently. Note that dictionaries in dynamic
languages typically maintain insertion order. Similarly to Example 3, adding entries can cause
resizing of the underlying storage. Therefore, Unsafe can also lose updates or observe out-of-bounds
exceptions. Furthermore, it is possible to observe out-of-thin-air values, such as key :a mapped to 2
even though the application never writes 2 to key :a. This can happen when the Hash representation
uses a single array for storing both keys and values (Section 4.5 uses such a representation). The
two threads can race and both decide to use storage[0] (key) and storage[1] (value) for the new
entry (since the entry index is not incremented atomically), and we can end up with the key of
thread 1 and the value of thread 2. We consider the different dictionary keys as unrelated and the
example as race free on the application level. Thus, the goal is to prevent these issues.
Example 5 illustrates racing accesses to disjoint array indexes. Index 0 is used to communicate
a value, while index 1 is used to indicate a condition. Under the GIL, sequential consistency is
guaranteed. Unsafe does not give this guarantee since the underlying system may reorder the
effects without explicit synchronization. We consider this an application level race and explicit
synchronization or high-level mechanisms for communication (e.g., promises) need to be used to
ensure correctness. Thus, we allow both possible results of Unsafe.
Example 6 shows a typical case of an application-level race condition. Even the GIL does not
protect against application-level race conditions. Both reads from the Hash can happen first, resulting
in both threads writing 1 to the Hash and losing an increment. A similar race condition happens for
Array (e.g., concurrent array[0] += 1) in most implementations, including CPython.3
Requirements. As discussed in Section 1, we aim to enable language implementations to provide
thread safety guarantees for built-in collections that are similar to those provided by a GIL, yet
without inhibiting scalability. Built-in collections should not expose thread safety issues seen
for Unsafe in Table 1, which do not exist in the application code. Thus, we want to prevent
lost updates, out-of-bounds errors, out-of-thin-air values, and internal exceptions for all built-in
collection operations. Such problems expose implementation-level choices that should be invisible
to application developers.
Additionally, built-in collections should provide consistency [Harris et al. 2010, p. 24], such that
each operation transforms the data structure from one consistent state to another.
We further specify additional guarantees per category of operation: basic, iteration and aggregate
operations. Basic operations, that is, operations not invoking arbitrary Ruby code and not aggregating multiple operations, should be atomic. With atomic we mean that operations are indivisible
and have no observable intermediate state.
Iterators such as Array#each and Hash#each_pair should be weakly consistent [Peierls et al. 2005],
similar to the iterators of the java.util.concurrent collections, such as ConcurrentHashMap. Weakly
consistent means that iterators traverse all elements and tolerate concurrent modifications. Ruby
reflects updates during iteration in a single thread and therefore concurrent iterators should reflect
concurrent modifications, too.
Aggregate operations such as hash.merge!(other) (merging the key-value pairs of other to hash)
should behave as if each step of the aggregate operation is performed individually, such that the
keys of other are added to hash one by one with hash[key] = value. This follows the behavior of
MRI with a GIL, since the hash and eql? methods need to be called on the keys, and these methods
can be user-supplied and observe the current state of the Hash.
MRI seems to make this specific Array example atomic, due to not releasing the GIL for intrinsified VM operations.
However, simple modifications like calling an identity function around 1, or using coercion for the index loses the atomicity.
3
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Section 5 addresses these requirements. While our analysis focuses on Ruby, the same issues are
present in Python and similar dynamic languages.
4

GRADUAL SYNCHRONIZATION WITH CONCURRENT STRATEGIES

This section presents our main contribution, the method of gradual synchronization using the novel
concurrent strategies, which enables scalable and efficient synchronization of built-in collections
in dynamic languages. First, we give a brief overview of the key elements of our approach. Then,
we describe our gradual synchronization and the concurrent strategies for arrays and dictionaries.
We focus on these two collections, because they are the most widely used [Costa et al. 2017].
4.1

Overview of Key Elements for Concurrent Strategies

Before detailing our approach, its key elements and implementation techniques are
• gradual synchronization, i.e., no synchronization for local collections, and choosing synchronization strategies based on usage scenarios for shared collections;
• local and shared collections are distinguished by shape, avoiding introducing new checks;
• correctness of collection operations relies on safepoints and strategy checks already performed
by storage strategies;
• the Lightweight Layout Lock enables scalable synchronization, by enabling parallel read and
write accesses and only sequentializing execution for layout changes.
The remainder of this section and Section 5 explain how concurrent strategies are realized based
on these key ideas.
4.2

Tracking Reachability for Collections

Parallel algorithms aiming for good performance typically use local data structures for some part
of the work, and only work with shared data structures when necessary [Herlihy and Shavit 2011].
Based on this observation, we adopt the idea of tracking reachability of objects by Daloze et al.
[2016] (cf. Section 2.3) and apply it to track whether collections are shared between multiple threads
or only accessible by a single thread. This enables parallel algorithms to take advantage of local
collections without incurring any synchronization overhead.
In most dynamic languages, collections are also objects. This means that we can track whether
they are shared in the same way we track sharing of other objects, namely in their shape. When a
collection becomes shared, all its elements are marked as shared, as well as all local objects that can
be reached from these elements. Shared collections also need to use a write barrier when elements
are added to them, as these elements become reachable through the collection (see Figure 1). By
using Storage Strategies for primitive types, such as an int[] strategy, we can avoid overhead for
sharing elements. We do not need the write barrier for sharing, since the array contains only
primitives like integers, which cannot reference objects.
4.3

Changing the Representation on Sharing

Collections can benefit from knowing whether they are local to a thread
or shared. Specifically, we can change a collection’s representation and
implementation when it becomes shared to optimize for concurrent
operations. This is safe and does not need synchronization, because
this transformation is done while the collection is still local to a thread,
before sharing it with other threads.
This change of representation and implementation allows local collections to keep an unsynchronized implementation, while allowing a

a = Object.new
array = [a, 1, 3.14]
# shares array and a
$global_variable = array
b = Object.new
# shares the Hash and b
array << { b => 42 }

Fig. 1. Sharing a collection
and its elements.
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store Object

Object[]

double[]

store Object

SharedFixedStorage
SharedFixedStorage
int[]
SharedFixedStorage
long[]
SharedFixedStorage
double[]
Object[]

SharedDynamicStorage
empty
int[]

long[]

Object[]

double[]

internal storage change: <<, delete, etc

Fig. 2. Strategies for arrays in TruffleRuby. Concurrent strategies are combined with a storage strategy. Plain
arrows show storage transitions and dashed arrows represent transitions when sharing an array.

different implementation for shared collections. Therefore, tracking sharing of collections enables
us to keep zero overhead on local collections, and gradually synchronize collections when they
become shared.
4.4

Strategies for Array-like Collections

A major challenge for synchronization is that arrays in dynamic languages are not a simple
disciplined data structure. An Array in Ruby can be used as a fixed-size array as in static languages,
but it can also be used as a stack, a queue, or a set. Overall, Array has more than 100 methods,
including operations that insert and remove elements from the middle or replace the entire content,
which can even happen concurrently while iterating. As a result, the synchronization mechanism
needs to be versatile to adapt to the different supported use cases. While we focus on Ruby, our
design applies to other languages as well, e.g., Python has list and JavaScript has Array.
Storage Strategies. For an optimal data representation and as a foundation for concurrent strategies, TruffleRuby uses five storage strategies for Array, illustrated in the top-half of Figure 2. An
empty strategy is used for empty arrays. If all elements are integers in the value range of int, an
int[] storage is used. If larger integers are required, a long[] storage is used. Arrays of floating
point numbers use a double[] storage. For objects or non-homogenous arrays, an Object[] storage
is used. To minimize the transitions between strategies, adding an element to the array that cannot
be stored with the current strategy causes a migration to a more general strategy, e.g., Object[].
The design of these strategies is based on common ways to create an Array. Many arrays start as
an empty array literal [] for which the empty strategy is used. As elements are added, the array is migrated to the most appropriate strategy. Another common constructor is Array.new(size, initial)
which builds an array with the given size with all its elements set to the initial value. In such a
case, the storage strategy of the array is chosen based on the type of the initial value.
Concurrent Strategies. We designed two concurrent strategies for Array, adding the concurrency
dimension to the existing strategies to enable gradual synchronization. Concurrent strategies contain
a nested storage strategy to optimize the data representation (see Figure 2). As detailed in Section 4.3,
we need to consider concurrency issues only when an array becomes accessible by multiple threads.
Thus, right before the array is shared, it changes its strategy to a concurrent strategy. Operations
on an array with a concurrent strategy ensure that all accesses are appropriately synchronized.
We anticipate two predominant usage patterns for arrays used concurrently in dynamic languages.
On the one hand, we expect classic parallel algorithms to use arrays as fixed-sized abstractions, for
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instance in scientific computing. Ruby supports this use case with the mentioned Array constructor
that initializes the array to a given size. On the other hand, we expect arrays to be used in more
dynamic ways, for instance to communicate elements between threads in a consumer/producer
style. Hence, we designed two concurrent strategies to optimize for these usage patterns.
SharedFixedStorage. For cases where the array size remains fixed and does not need to change,
we designed the SharedFixedStorage strategy. This is often the case when the array is created
with a given size (Array.new(size)), or with the Array#map method. Thus, this strategy expects
that elements will not be added or removed from the array as that would change the size, and
that elements stored in the array will be of the same type, e.g., int for an int[] storage, so that
the storage strategy does not need to change. This strategy is designed to have zero overhead
over non-shared arrays as it does not need any synchronization. This is the reason we refer to our
strategies as gradual synchronization. However, if this speculation turns out to be wrong, e.g., when
an element of an incompatible type is stored in the array or the size of the array needs to change,
the array will migrate to the SharedDynamicStorage strategy, which can handle storage strategy
changes and all array operations safely, at the expense of some synchronization overhead. But
since the array is already shared, the migration must be done carefully so that all threads observe
this strategy change atomically. This is detailed in Section 5.2.
SharedDynamicStorage. For the conservative case, where no assumptions are made about how the
array is used, we designed the SharedDynamicStorage strategy. With this strategy, all operations
on the array use synchronization. Various locks could be used for this purpose including exclusive
locks or read-write locks. To achieve scalability, the strategy categorizes operations in three types
based on whether they correspond to read, write, or layout-changing accesses, as in the Layout
Lock design. This is detailed in Section 5.3. Section 7.2 evaluates various locks for this strategy.
Strategy Transitions. When an array becomes shared, the SharedFixedStorage strategy is chosen for all non-empty arrays. Empty arrays transition to the SharedDynamicStorage strategy. In
case elements are added to empty arrays, its storage strategy needs to change. For other uses cases,
the additional synchronization has minimal impact since most operations cause out-of-bounds
behavior or are no-ops. The transitions to concurrent strategies are depicted in Figure 2 with dashed
arrows. The figure shows that SharedDynamicStorage adapts its storage strategy dynamically,
while the storage strategy is fixed for SharedFixedStorage.
4.5

Strategies for Dictionary-like Collections

The second major collection type of dynamic languages is a collection of key-value pairs, often
called map or dictionary. JavaScript uses Map or generic objects, Python has dict, and Ruby has
Hash. In Ruby, a Hash maintains the insertion order of pairs, so that iterating over the keys yields a
deterministic order. The hash-code of a key is determined by its hash method and keys are compared
with the eql? method. Thus, a key can be any Ruby object that implements these two methods.
Storage Strategies. TruffleRuby uses three storage strategies to optimize Hash, based on how
many pairs can be stored. The Empty strategy minimizes memory usage of empty dictionaries.
The PackedArray strategy contains up to three key-value pairs,4 stored in a single nine-elements
Object[] array. Each key-value pair is represented as a (hash, key, value) triple. The simple
structure of PackedArray leads to fast access for small dictionaries and enables the compiler to
apply for instance escape analysis [Stadler et al. 2014]. The Buckets strategy is a traditional hash
4 TruffleRuby

found three to be a good size in benchmarks, because small Hash objects are used for keyword arguments.
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table implementation using chaining for collisions. This strategy also maintains a doubly-linked
list through the entries to preserve insertion order and to enable O(1) delete operations.
ConcurrentBuckets. Similar to Array, we devised a concurrent strategy for Hash. Before a Hash
becomes accessible by multiple threads, it is marked as shared and changes its strategy to a
ConcurrentBuckets strategy. This strategy is similar to the Buckets strategy, but uses a different
representation and uses synchronization to ensure thread safety (cf. Section 5.4). For simplicity, we
use only a single concurrent Hash strategy. Concurrent versions of other Hash storage strategies
would require complex synchronization and do not seem to provide benefits because escape analysis
no longer applies for PackedArray as the Hash already escaped when shared and minimizing memory
usage with Empty has less impact since few empty Hash objects are shared.
4.6

Strategies for Other Built-in Collections

Different languages offer a wide range of different collection types. While we focused on array
and dictionary-like collections, our approach to design concurrent strategies as an orthogonal
dimension to storage strategies makes it possible to apply them flexibly to other collections. Using
strategies that gradually increase synchronization enables optimizing for different use cases and
switching at run time based on the observed behavior. However, as seen for dictionaries, it can
be sufficient to provide one strategy. Often this is a good tradeoff, because the implementation of
concurrent strategies itself can add substantial complexity to a language implementation.
5

REALIZATION

This section details the concurrent strategies for Array and Hash, how we switch between concurrent
strategies, and how we meet the thread safety requirements of Section 3. Furthermore, it describes
the novel Lightweight Layout Lock and its improvement over the Layout Lock [Cohen et al. 2017].
5.1

The SharedFixedStorage Strategy

The storage for the SharedFixedStorage strategy is a Java array. Read and write accesses are
performed using plain loads and stores. The Java Memory Model [Pugh et al. 2004, Section 11]
specifies that each read and write operation on arrays are themselves atomic, except for long[]
and double[] arrays. In practice, this also holds for long[] and double[] arrays on 64-bit platforms
with HotSpot, which is required to run TruffleRuby. This means it is guaranteed that there are
no word tearing effects and out-of-thin-air values, as required in Section 3. However, there are
no ordering guarantees between multiple array operations and data races such as stale reads are
possible, as shown in example 5 of Table 1. Data races when updating array elements (e.g., two
threads concurrently incrementing an element, see example 6) cannot be addressed by the array
implementation and an application should use synchronization in such cases.
Since SharedFixedStorage only handles read and write accesses, guarantees for other operations are achieved by migrating to SharedDynamicStorage.
5.2

Migration to SharedDynamicStorage

The SharedFixedStorage strategy speculates that the size and the storage strategy of an Array do
not change (cf. Section 4.4). If these assumptions are violated, the Array migrates to the SharedDynamicStorage strategy. We expect these violations to be rare, as detailed in Section 6.1.
Since it is using SharedFixedStorage, the Array is already shared and the strategy must be
changed atomically so that all threads use the new strategy for all further operations on this
array. This is achieved with guest-language safepoints [Daloze et al. 2015], which suspend all
threads executing guest-language (i.e., Ruby) code by ensuring that each thread checks regularly
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whether a safepoint has been requested. Guest-language safepoints reuse the existing safepoint
mechanism of the JVM and therefore do not introduce additional checks for safepoints in compiled
code, but only in the interpreter. Therefore, guest-language safepoints have no overhead on peak
performance [Daloze et al. 2015]. The strategy of the Array is changed inside the safepoint. Since all
threads synchronize together on a barrier at the end of a safepoint, all threads observe this change
atomically and use the new strategy for all further operations on the Array.
Basic array operations check for safepoints before but not during their execution, thereby
guaranteeing that the Array strategy cannot change during their execution. Basic means here that
they do not call back to Ruby code. Array operations that need to call back into arbitrary Ruby
code may contain safepoints, which needs to be carefully considered when designing the safety
guarantees for such operations. For example, the Array#each operation calls a closure for each
element. With storage strategies (cf. Section 2.2), there is a check for the strategy after each call
to Ruby code, since the strategy could have changed. The Ruby callback could for instance have
stored an object into an Array that had an int[] storage strategy. Since these checks are already
performed in single-threaded code, concurrent strategies do not add extra strategy checks.
5.3

The SharedDynamicStorage Strategy

The SharedDynamicStorage strategy safely synchronizes changes to the Array storage or size with
concurrent read and write operations using a Lightweight Layout Lock (see Section 5.6 below).
It enables efficient and scalable read and write operations as well as successive layout change
operations (e.g. a loop that appends to an Array). Read operations that have no side-effects use
the lock’s optimistic reads mode and retry when the lock detects a concurrent layout change.
Write operations acquire the lock’s write mode, which allows concurrent write operations while
preventing layout change operations. Finally, operations that affect the Array size and storage
acquire the lock in layout change mode, blocking all other operations.
Basic operations with the SharedDynamicStorage strategy are atomic, as required by Section 3.
Basic Array operations either use a layout change or access (read or write) the array at an index. Operations using layout changes are atomic as they execute exclusively and block all other operations.
Operations calling back to Ruby code behave the same as for SharedFixedStorage and check the
strategy after each callback (cf. Section 5.2). In addition to that they only perform reads and writes.
Since SharedDynamicStorage also uses a Java array as storage, read and write operations at an
index are atomic as described in Section 5.1.
5.4

The ConcurrentBuckets Strategy

When a Hash becomes shared, it changes its strategy to a ConcurrentBuckets strategy. This strategy
supports parallel lookup, insertion, and removal. This is achieved by using a Lightweight Layout
Lock (see Section 5.6) for synchronizing the buckets array and a lock-free doubly-linked list to
preserve the insertion order. The Lightweight Layout Lock is used so that lookups use optimistic
reads, put and delete are treated as write accesses, and a layout change is used when the buckets
array needs to be resized. A Hash in Ruby can be switched at any time to the compare-by-identity
mode, a feature to compare keys using reference equality instead of calling the eql? method. A
layout change is used when switching to the compare-by-identity mode, so that all operations on
the Hash notice this change atomically and start using reference equality from that point on.
The implementation of the doubly-linked list for preserving the insertion order is inspired by
Sundell and Tsigas [2005], which marks pointers to adjacent nodes as unavailable for insertion
while a node is being removed. For Java, instead of marking pointers, we use dummy nodes for the
duration of the removal. This technique allows appending to the list with just two compare-andswap (CAS) operations, which might need to be retried if there is contention. Hash collisions are
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handled by chaining entries, forming a singly-linked list per bucket, for which we use a lock-free
implementation based on Harris [2001].
The four basic Hash operations are atomic, as required by Section 3. Hash lookups and updates for
an existing key respectively read and write the volatile value field of the entry, so they are atomic
and sequentially-consistent. Adding a new entry first adds the entry in the bucket with a CAS
operation, making it appear atomically to lookups, and then appends the entry to the doubly-linked
list with a CAS operation on lastEntry.next, making iterators notice the new entry atomically.
Removing an entry is similar but it is first removed from the doubly-linked list.
5.5

Thread Safety Guarantees

The goal of concurrent strategies is to enable language implementations to provide thread safety
guarantees for built-in collections (cf. Section 3). Specifically, we want to ensure that optimized
collection implementations do not lead to lost updates, out-of-bounds errors, or out-of-thin-air
values as a result of a used implementation approach.
We avoid such errors by using safepoints to atomically switch between SharedFixedStorage
and SharedDynamicStorage (cf. Section 5.2), and by synchronizing operations on Array and Hash
with the Lightweight Layout Lock as part of SharedDynamicStorage and ConcurrentBuckets.
We ensure that operations only see a consistent state by using layout changes for any operation
that could cause inconsistencies in collections (e.g., size > storaдe.lenдth for an Array).
The previous sections detail how basic operations are atomic, from which we build all other
operations. Thus, aggregate operations are implemented as calling multiple basic operations and
therefore behave like performing each basic operation individually. We also make sure that iterators
always make progress: Array iterators walk through elements of increasing indices and Hash iterators
follow the doubly-linked list. Metaprogramming operations as for instance reflective read or write
operations are based on the basic operations, which ensures that they are also atomic.
We also considered a variant of SharedFixedStorage using volatile accesses on the Java array
to provide sequential consistency over all reads and writes. However, we decided against it because
of its significant overhead (cf. Section 7.2).
5.6

Lightweight Layout Lock

The Lightweight Layout Lock improves over the Layout Lock
(cf. Section 2.4) and we designed it to support our primary contribution of gradual synchronization with concurrent strategies (Section 4). Compared to state-of-the-art locks, it provides better overall scalability and efficiency for the SharedDynamicStorage and ConcurrentBuckets strategies, as we
show in Section 7.

LightweightLayoutLock
baseLock:
ExclusiveSharedLock
rescan:
boolean
…
threadStates:
Thread

Thread

Thread

Thread

threadState threadState threadState threadState

Structure and Design. First, we describe the overall struc- Fig. 3. The Lightweight Layout Lock is
ture of the lock, illustrated in Figure 3, and its design from composed of a base lock that supports
a high-level view. The Lightweight Layout Lock uses a base shared versus exclusive accesses, an optimization flag that indicates whether
lock that supports shared versus exclusive locking. It augthe lock needs to change thread states,
ments the base lock with a synchronization protocol that is and a list of references to the thread
optimized for efficient parallel access to data structures that states of registered threads.
might need to change their internal representation. As previously mentioned, the lock design distinguishes between read
accesses, write accesses, and layout changes. This design allows both reads and writes to be executed
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in parallel, and only layout changes are executed exclusively, blocking read and write accesses. To
simplify its design, the Lightweight Layout Lock does not allow nesting of lock operations.
Since reads are typically the most common operations, their overhead is minimized by allowing
them to be optimistic, which means the data is read first and then validated. If the validation
succeeds, there was no layout change concurrent with the read operation and the data is valid.
Otherwise, the read operation must be retried as the read data might be invalid.
The lock achieves parallel write accesses by storing a per-thread state for each thread using the
lock. Each thread that uses the lock has its own threadState per lock, which is represented as an
AtomicInteger. When starting a write access, the current thread’s threadState is set to WR, a flag
to indicate a write access is happening and layout changes must wait until the write operation
is finished. This way, a write access only modifies the current thread’s threadState, but does not
contend by modifying shared state, which would hinder scalability of writes as is the case for many
state-of-the-art locking mechanisms.
The Lightweight Layout Lock optimizes two common cases in dynamic language collections:
(a) concurrent read and write accesses with rare or no layout changes, and (b) sequences of
consecutive layout changes that can be initiated by different threads. To optimize consecutive
layout changes, an extra boolean rescan flag is added. This flag indicates whether there were any
read or write access between layout change operations, and is used to facilitate the layout change
fast path described below.
Implementation. We now describe the implementation of the lock along with the code shown
in Listing 2. We first detail the fast path, i.e., the most common and performance-sensitive cases.
Afterwards, we present the less common slow path and the protocol for dynamic thread registration.
Fast Path. The overhead of read operations is minimized by allowing them to be concurrent and
optimistic. Therefore, reads on the fast path only validate the correctness of the read data by checking
that the thread’s threadState does not indicate a concurrent layout change (cf. finishRead() in
Listing 2), i.e. that the threadState is 0 (inactive). Note that at finishRead(), the threadState value
can be either 0 or LC, since a thread can either read, write, or perform a layout change at a given
time, and at finishWrite() the thread clears the WR bit from its threadState.
Write operations are concurrent, and indicate their activity by using a compareAndSet (CAS) to
change their respective thread’s threadState from 0 (i.e. inactive) to WR at the start (cf. startWrite()),
which blocks concurrent layout changes without needing to lock the baseLock. If the CAS fails, the
write operation enters its slow path, which is discussed below. Upon completion, write operations
clear the WR bit using an atomic subtraction (cf. finishWrite()), since the threadState may have
the LC bit turned on due to a pending layout change operation, as described below.
A layout change operation locks the baseLock in exclusive mode to block concurrent layout
changes as well as the read and write slow paths, and then checks the rescan flag. If the rescan flag
is not set, the layout change operation was preceded by a layout change operation without any
intervening read or write operation, thus all the threadStates still have their LC flags set, and the
layout change operation may proceed immediately.
Slow Path. In their slow path, read and write operations reset their thread’s threadState to
recover from layout changes. They do so by calling the slowSet() method in Listing 2, which locks
the baseLock in shared mode. Locking the baseLock in shared mode allows multiple readers and
writers to go through the slow path concurrently, if there is no active layout change operation
that holds the baseLock in exclusive mode. Otherwise, readers and writers are blocked until the
lock is released from exclusive mode. During the call to slowSet(), readers and writers also set the
rescan flag to force a subsequent layout change operation to go through its slow path. When the
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1 class LightweightLayoutLock {
42
2
final static int WR = 0x01, LC = 0x02;
43
3
ExclusiveSharedLock baseLock;
44
4
boolean rescan = false;
45
5
List<AtomicInteger> threadStates;
46
6
47
7
/* Read operation */
48
8
void startRead(AtomicInteger threadState) { }
49
9
50
10
boolean finishRead(AtomicInteger threadState) {
51
11
// Prevent data reads to float below
52
12
Unsafe.loadFence();
53
13
if (threadState.get() == 0)
54
14
return true; // no LC so data is valid
55
15
// set to idle after LC done
56
16
slowSet(threadState, 0);
57
17
return false; // signal to retry the read
58
18
}
59
19
60
20
/* Write operation */
61
21
void startWrite(AtomicInteger threadState) {
62
22
if (!threadState.compareAndSet(0, WR))
63
23
// LC happened or pending,
64
24
// wait for LC to complete
65
25
slowSet(threadState, WR);
66
26
}
67
27
68
28
void finishWrite(AtomicInteger threadState) {
69
29
// subtract since LC might be pending
70
30
threadState.addAndGet(-WR);
71
31
}
72
32
73
33
/* Common slow path for read and write operations */ 74
34
void slowSet(AtomicInteger threadState, int n) {
75
35
// wait for LC to complete
76
36
baseLock.lockShared();
77
37
// subsequent LC must scan thread states
78
38
rescan = true;
79 }
39
threadState.set(n);
40
baseLock.unlockShared();
41
}
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/* Layout change operation */
void startLayoutChange() {
// wait for slowSet or other LC
baseLock.lockExclusive();
if (rescan) {
// if write or read slowSet executed
for (AtomicInteger threadState : threadStates)
if (threadState.get() != LC) {
// if not already LC
threadState.addAndGet(LC);
// wait for current write to complete
while (threadState.get() != LC) {}
}
// rescan only after slowSet
rescan = false;
}
}
void finishLayoutChange() {
// Do not reset threadStates
// to optimize consecutive LCs
baseLock.unlockExclusive();
}
/* Thread registration/unregistration */
void registerThread(AtomicInteger threadState) {
threadState.set(LC); // Initial value
baseLock.lockExclusive();
threadStates.add(threadState);
baseLock.unlockExclusive();
}
void unregisterThread(AtomicInteger threadState) {
baseLock.lockExclusive();
threadStates.remove(threadState);
baseLock.unlockExclusive();
}

Listing 2. A Lightweight Layout Lock implementation.

rescan flag is set, a layout change operation enters its slow path, where for each threadState in
the threadStates list, it turns on the layout change indicator bit (LC) atomically (using addAndGet)

and busy-waits until the thread’s current write operation completes, if needed,5 before moving on
to the next threadState in the threadStates list. When the LC bit has been turned on for a thread’s
threadState, a subsequent startWrite() operation by that thread will fail at the CAS (since the
threadState will no longer be 0, i.e., inactive), thereby invoking its slow path. In essence, the LC
flag also acts as a “pending” indicator for writers, thus avoiding starvation for layout changers.
Dynamic Thread Registration. To acquire an object’s Lightweight Layout Lock for read, write, or
layout change operations, a thread must first register with the lock by allocating a threadState and
adding it to the lock’s threadStates list using the registerThread() method in Listing 2. During
thread registration, the baseLock is held in exclusive mode, to prevent a race between layout
changers which iterate the threadStates list and registering threads, which modify it. However,
concurrent read and write fast paths are not affected by the baseLock, and therefore can continue
unhindered. A new threadState is initially set to LC in order to avoid triggering the layout change
slow path when the object experiences consecutive layout changes while threads register with its
5 Recall

that a writer resets its threadState’s WR bit upon completion.
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lock. Thus, for example, threads may dynamically register and start appending to a collection via
the layout change fast path.
Memory Footprint. Each Lightweight Layout Lock contains a base lock, a rescan flag, and a list of
thread states. Since the thread states are AtomicInteger objects, the threadStates list contains references to these objects. Each thread registering with the lock allocates its lock-specific threadState
for the lock. Thus the amount of memory required for a Lightweight Layout Lock is a function of
the number of threads that register with the lock.
Correctness. We sketch the correctness of the Lightweight Layout Lock protocol by describing
invariants that are preserved by the lock in the supplementary material [Daloze et al. 2018].
6

DISCUSSION

Safepoints are a crucial element to ensure correctness, but have a potential performance impact,
which we discuss in this section. Furthermore, we discuss how the overall design depends on design
decisions of the underlying virtual machine.
6.1

The Impact of Safepoints

When the fixed storage assumption fails for an array that uses the SharedFixedStorage strategy,
it needs to be migrated to the SharedDynamicStorage strategy. However, since such an array is
reachable by multiple threads, we use guest-language safepoints (cf. Section 5.2) to perform the
migration atomically. Safepoints stop all threads during the operation. Thus, if they are too frequent,
they could severely degrade a program’s scalability and performance.
In parallel programs, we see two dominant usage patterns for shared arrays. We avoid safepoints
for both cases. The first is pre-allocating an array with a given size, accessing elements by index,
updating elements with values of the same type, and never changing the size of the array. This usage
pattern is common for many parallel programs with shared memory, e.g., for image processing or
scientific computing, and is similar to using fixed-size arrays in statically-typed languages. In such
a case, the SharedFixedStorage strategy is used and never needs to be changed. The second usage
pattern, observed in idiomatic Ruby code, is one where an empty array is allocated and elements are
appended or removed. As detailed in Section 4.4, our heuristic chooses the SharedDynamicStorage
strategy immediately when an empty array is shared, thus avoiding safepoints.
Using Allocation Site Feedback to avoid Safepoints. Our heuristic avoids frequent safepoints for
all programs in our evaluation. However, in other programs arrays may get pre-allocated and then
have elements added or removed, or have elements of an incompatible type stored, and thus violate
their fixed storage assumption. For such cases, it is possible to extend our heuristic using allocation
site feedback such as mementos [Clifford et al. 2015], which allows arrays to remember their
allocation site. When an array needs to be migrated with a safepoint, it notifies the allocation site. If
arrays allocated at a specific site cause frequent safepoints, further arrays allocated at that site will
start directly with a SharedDynamicStorage strategy. The overhead of SharedDynamicStorage’s
synchronization should be offset by reducing the much larger cost of frequent safepoints.
6.2

Services Required from the Underlying VM

While the general ideas of concurrent strategies and the Lightweight Layout Lock are independent
of a specific implementation technology, we rely on a number of properties for the implementation,
which also have an impact on the performance results seen in Section 7.
The Lightweight Layout Lock only relies on a shared-exclusive lock and atomic variables with
CAS and addAndGet(). The similar Layout Lock by Cohen et al. [2017] was implemented both in
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Java and C++. We therefore believe the Lightweight Layout Lock could be ported to other memory
models in addition to the JMM.
For concurrent strategies, we rely on more aspects of the underlying virtual machine. Generally,
we assume a garbage collected system with shared-memory multithreading. Garbage collection is
not strictly necessary, but simplifies the implementation of concurrent data structures. Furthermore,
it comes typically with an optimized safepoint mechanism. We rely specifically on the synchronization semantics of safepoints for migrating between concurrent strategies. In other systems, adding
a similar mechanism would possibly add run time overhead [Lin et al. 2015]. We also assume that
accessing array elements is atomic (cf. Section 5.1).
6.3

Performance Predictability

The wide range of dynamic features offered by dynamic languages makes it hard to predict the
performance profile of a program. Much of the unpredictability comes from the various heuristics
employed by VMs, which includes storage strategies or in our case concurrent strategies. While
some of the dynamic behavior might be genuinely useful to solve complex problems, others
might be undesirable and indicate performance issues. For instance, when implementing a classic
parallel algorithm (cf. Section 7.6), one would not expect the need to switch between different
concurrent strategies for an array. More generally, races on the layouts of data structure can indicate
performance bugs. For these kind of issues, we imagine tools similar to the work of Gong et al.
[2015] and St-Amour and Guo [2015], which could use the information on safepoints and strategy
changes to guide performance optimizations.
7

EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance of concurrent strategies. We verify that adding concurrent
strategies has no impact on the performance of single-threaded code. Furthermore, we evaluate
the suitability of our Array strategies for different scenarios, assess the cost of switching between
strategies, and how the Lightweight Layout Lock compares to alternative locks. For Hash, we
measure the performance of different locks for the ConcurrentBuckets strategy.
Since there is no standardized benchmark suite for Ruby, we collated existing benchmarks for
the evaluation, some of which were ported from other languages. With our benchmark suite, we
demonstrate the usability of concurrent strategies for an idiomatic parallel Ruby program. We
evaluate the scalability of our approach on classic parallel benchmarks including the NAS Parallel
Benchmarks [Bailey et al. 1991], a benchmark from PyPy-STM [Meier et al. 2016], and one from
JRuby. Furthermore, we use larger Ruby benchmarks to show how our approach works in realistic
scenarios.
Methodology. We implemented our three concurrent strategies in TruffleRuby. We designed the
SharedDynamicStorage strategy to use different locks, which allows us to compare the Layout
Lock [Cohen et al. 2017], Java’s ReentrantLock and Java’s StampedLock with our Lightweight
Layout Lock. The benchmarks were executed on a machine with 2 NUMA nodes, each with a
22-core Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2669 v4 with hyperthreads, operating at 2.20GHz with disabled
frequency scaling. The machine has 378GB RAM, 32KB L1 cache and 256KB L2 cache per core, and
55MB L3 cache per NUMA node. We used Oracle Linux 6.8 (kernel version 4.1.12-37.5.1.el6uek),
Java HotSpot 1.8.0u141, GNU Fortran 6.1.0, MRI 2.3.3p222 and JRuby 9.1.12.0. We based our work
on TruffleRuby revision 5d87573d. We report median peak performance within the same JVM
instance, by removing the first 2 iterations of warmup. Error bars indicate the minimum and
maximum measurements. We make sure every benchmark iteration takes at least a second. For
micro-benchmarks, each iteration measures the throughput during 5 seconds. We use weak scaling
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Fig. 4. Performance of Concurrent Strategies on 12 single-threaded benchmarks. Results are normalized
per benchmark to the median of unmodified TruffleRuby. The box plot indicates median and quartiles of
the run time factor. On average, performance is identical within measurement errors and outlier behavior is
similar. Outliers are run time spikes for instance caused by garbage collection and also visible in the line plots.
Small speedups, for instance 2% on Queens, are caused by compiler heuristics triggering slightly differently.
The line plot shows the warmup behavior for the first 300 iterations as iteration times per benchmark. Warmup
behavior is similar for both Concurrent Strategies and unmodified TruffleRuby.

for micro-benchmarks, that is we increase the problem size together with the number of threads.
We use strong scaling and use a fixed-size workload for other benchmarks.
7.1

Baseline Single-Threaded Performance

We use the Are We Fast Yet benchmark suite [Marr et al. 2016], to show that concurrent strategies
do not affect single-threaded performance. This suite contains classic single-threaded benchmarks
in different languages, notably Ruby. We run 1000 iterations of each benchmark to assess peak
performance. Figure 4 shows the results for the unmodified TruffleRuby and our version with
Concurrent Strategies. The performance difference between them is within measurement errors,
which confirms that the performance of sequential code is not affected. This is expected since
these benchmarks do not write to shared state and only use local collections, even though global
constants and class state are shared during startup. The warmup behavior, also shown in Figure 4,
is similar for both TruffleRuby and Concurrent Strategies.
Single-threaded performance remains important as many applications are written in a sequential
way, partly due to the poor support for parallel execution from dynamic language implementations. This relevance of single-threaded performance is also reflected by the continuous work on
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Fig. 5. Throughput scalability of concurrent array accesses. The straight black lines denote ideal scalability
for Local based on its 1-thread performance. On the last two benchmarks, LightweightLayoutLock and
LayoutLock have the same performance, and StampedLock and ReentrantLock do not scale. A table with
the raw data is available in the supplementary material. [Daloze et al. 2018]

implementations such as TruffleRuby, PyPy, and V8. Marr et al. [2016] showed that TruffleRuby
and V8 reach about the same performance on their benchmarks, illustrating that the TruffleRuby
single-threaded performance is among the best.
7.2

Micro-Benchmarks for Array Performance

We created a set of micro-benchmarks for array operations to compare the synchronization overhead
of our strategies. First, we measure read and write operations that do not cause layout changes
to compare SharedFixedStorage with SharedDynamicStorage, for which we compare different
types of locks. These benchmarks sum the array elements to avoid optimizing out the reads. As
Figure 5 shows, there is a clear advantage of using SharedFixedStorage, because it does not
require any synchronization for the array accesses. In fact, its performance is the same as Local
within measurement errors, which represents unsafe storage strategies. Accessing the array of the
fixed storage strategy with volatile semantics (cf. Section 5.5) has a significant overhead (3x to 7.3x)
as shown by VolatileFixedStorage, which is only slightly faster than locks. The best-performing
lock for SharedDynamicStorage is the Lightweight Layout Lock, with a relative overhead ranging
from 4x to 12.6x over SharedFixedStorage. Figure 5 also shows that array accesses scale perfectly
(a speedup of n on n threads) with SharedFixedStorage, Layout Lock, and Lightweight Layout
Lock, while others locks scale poorly with concurrent write operations.
Next, we measure the SharedDynamicStorage strategy with concurrent appends. Since appends
require the size of the storage to change, the SharedFixedStorage strategy is not applicable.
Figure 6 shows that concurrent appends do not scale well, because the threads contend on the
lock and write to adjacent memory. In contrast to the previous benchmarks, ReentrantLock and
StampedLock perform relatively well, and LayoutLock performs poorly. Because of our optimization
for layout changes, the Lightweight Layout Lock performs well in both cases.
7.3

Impact of Global Safepoints on Performance

To evaluate the cost of guest-language safepoints used for migrating an array safely from the
SharedFixedStorage strategy to the SharedDynamicStorage strategy (cf. Section 6.1), we use a
throughput benchmark that causes the migration of 1000 arrays every 5 seconds (by removing
the last element of each array) and then reading and summing elements from each array during
the remaining time. We compare this benchmark with a variant in which arrays start in the
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relative to 1-thread performance of Local.
line shows the Local (single-threaded) baseline.

SharedDynamicStorage strategy, so that they do not need migrations and safepoints. The SharedDynamicStorage strategy uses the LightweightLayoutLock as it is the fastest lock for array reads.
Figure 7 shows that SharedFixedStorage is slower than SharedDynamicStorage, particularly on
a large number of threads, as it needs to perform the extra safepoints, which block all threads while
performing the migration. However, we expect applications that care about performance to be
designed so that frequent migrations are avoided and the benefit of SharedFixedStorage offsets
the potential cost of migration.
7.4

Micro-Benchmarks for Hash Performance

We measure the scalability of Hash using various locks with 80% contains, 10% put, and 10% delete
operations over a range of 65,536 keys. We also measure Local, i.e., the strategy used for non-shared
collections. Figure 8 shows that the different locks scale similarly except for ReentrantLock, which
does not support parallel operations. However, they do not scale perfectly and achieve a speedup of
20x on 44 cores over Local. This is due to maintaining the insertion order which creates contention
for put/delete operations. The Lightweight Layout Lock has 14% overhead over Local for one thread
and reaches 603 million Hash operations per second on 44 threads.
7.5

Idiomatic Combination of Array and Hash

To evaluate the combination of Hash and Array on an idiomatic program, we implement a parallel
group_by operation. Array#group_by categorizes elements into bins and returns a Hash mapping
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lines denote ideal scalability based on 1-thread performance. All implementations show similar scalability.

each category to a bin represented as an Array. Elements are added to their bin using an Array
append operation. For instance, we can group an Array of test results by their grade. We measure
grouping 40 million uniformly-distributed values into 65,536 bins, categorizing by their range. Hash
and Array use the Local strategy for single-threaded execution, and the different locks otherwise.
The concurrent strategies provide sufficient correctness guarantees for this benchmark, thus no
application-level synchronization is required. Figure 9 shows that Lightweight Layout Lock and
StampedLock scale similarly well up to 44 cores, although not perfectly due to contention on Array
appends. ReentrantLock serializes Hash operations and Layout Lock is slow due to frequent Array
appends. Thus, we can run programs relying on the GIL for thread-safety of collection operations
and run them up to 6x faster by running them in parallel.
7.6 Classic Parallel Benchmarks
We evaluate the scalability of our approach on 12 classic benchmarks and compare to other
implementations where possible. Shared arrays in these benchmarks are allocated with a fixed size
and their storage is never changed, therefore they all use the SharedFixedStorage strategy.
These benchmarks represent the class of standard parallel algorithms, as found in text books
or actual implementations. Thus, they are designed with languages in mind that are much less
dynamic than Ruby and Python. We want to compare with less dynamic languages such as Java
and Fortran because they are known to be highly scalable. These benchmarks exercise only a small
subset of behaviors that one could see in Ruby and Python code. This means for instance that
they can run correctly on TruffleRuby without concurrent strategies, since they do not exhibit any
problematic behavior that would cause concurrent layout changes.
Since such algorithms are widely available, we assume that applications that want to utilize
parallelism in dynamic languages will start by adopting them and therefore it is worthwhile to
optimize for them. Another observation made by Bolz et al. [2013] is that performance-sensitive
code in dynamic languages often shows homogeneous behavior (e.g., the storage strategy of an
Array does not change), making these kind of optimizations more broadly applicable.
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NAS Parallel Benchmarks. We use the NASA Advanced Supercomputing Parallel Benchmarks 3.0
(NPB) [Bailey et al. 1991] to evaluate our approach. They were designed to evaluate the performance
of parallel computers and are derived from computational fluid dynamics applications focusing on
arithmetic operations and array accesses. We use the OMP variant of the Fortran benchmarks as it
is the source of the translation to Java. The Ruby version was automatically translated from Java by
Nose [2013]. We had to adapt the Ruby version to be more faithful to the Java version, so constants
in the Java version are constants in Ruby and not mutable variables. We ported EP ourselves from
Fortran to Ruby and Java, as no translation was available. Note that the Fortran version is much
more optimized. For instance, the benchmark parameters are compiled in as constants, while they
are read from object fields in Java and Ruby. Consequently, we focus on scalability.
The benchmarks for Java and Ruby did not include warmup, so we modified them to run 10
iterations in the same process and remove the first 2 as warmup. We picked the largest benchmark
classes such that a benchmark iteration takes at most 9 minutes when run with one thread.
Figure 10 shows the scalability of the benchmarks, relative to the single-threaded performance
per language. We observe that all languages scale similarly on these benchmarks. EP and FT scale
almost perfectly, while other benchmarks have a significant part of serial work.
Figure 11 shows the warmup behavior with 8 threads. On MG, TruffleRuby unfortunately does
not warmup, which leads to a slowdown after a few iterations. Other benchmark warmup as
expected within the first 2 iterations. While the global warmup behavior is similar, we observe
an overhead between 2% and 28% (geometric mean: 13%) on the first iteration for Concurrent
Strategies over unmodified TruffleRuby for the 8 benchmarks. However, first iteration run time can
vary significantly from run to run due to many factors including the scheduling of compiler jobs in
the background and the point when execution switches to optimized code.
In terms of absolute performance on one thread, Java is between 0.9x and 2.4x slower than Fortran
(1.5x by geometric average). The unmodified unsafe TruffleRuby is between 1x and 4.5x slower
than Java (2.3x by geometric average). Our version with concurrent strategies and their safety
guarantees is on par with unsafe TruffleRuby, which is visible in the plots by having overlapping
error bars. Overall, we conclude that our approach provides a safe and scalable programming model
enabling classic parallel algorithms.
PyPy-STM Mandelbrot. We ported the parallel Mandelbrot benchmark from PyPy-STM [Meier
et al. 2016] to Ruby. The benchmark renders the Mandelbrot set and distributes 64 groups of rows
between threads using a global queue. The benchmark uses arrays in a disciplined manner that
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does not cause storage changes and thus does not require synchronization. Therefore, we can safely
use it to measure the overhead of the SharedFixedStorage strategy compared to the original
thread-unsafe TruffleRuby. As shown in Figure 12, the benchmark scales up to 20x faster on 22
threads and keeps scaling on 2 NUMA nodes up to 32x with 40 threads. The results show that the
SharedFixedStorage strategy has no significant overhead on this benchmark while providing
thread safety for shared collections.
JRuby threaded-reverse. We run the threaded-reverse benchmark from JRuby [JRuby 2008],
except that we reverse arrays instead of strings. The benchmark is a fixed workload reversing 240
arrays each containing 100,000 integers. As shown in Figure 13, both SharedFixedStorage and
JRuby achieve super-linear speedup (up to 2007x on 44 cores). As more threads are added, each
thread has a smaller number of arrays to reverse so that they progressively fit in each processor’s
cache. In terms of absolute performance, our approach is faster than JRuby by 62x on one thread
and by 189x on 44 threads on this benchmark. Thus, we achieve significantly better performance
while also providing thread safety.
Realistic Ruby Benchmarks
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Fig. 16. Throughput of the WEBrick benchmark for “Hello World”
requests. No implementation scales beyond 8 threads as WEBrick
creates a new thread for each request. Error bars indicate the first
and third quartiles as the throughput has many outliers.

We run 3 larger Ruby benchmarks to see how our approach works in realistic scenarios. Unfortunately, TruffleRuby is not yet compatible enough to run Ruby on Rails applications. Instead, we
benchmark background processing and a HTTP server.
Sidekiq. We run a simplified version of the popular Ruby background processing library, Sidekiq
[Perham 2017], without an external Redis instance. Each thread has a queue of jobs and each job
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is passed as a JSON string, which is deserialized and contains the information about the method
call to be performed. We run two variants, one where the job is a loop summing integers to assess
scalability and one where the job is to generate a PDF invoice using the Prawn pure-Ruby library
(of around 8500 lines of code with dependencies) [Brown et al. 2017a]. Figure 14 shows that the
sum variant scales perfectly and Figure 15 shows that the invoice variant achieves a 8x speedup on
16 threads, generating 3286 invoices per second.
We see that PDF invoice generation can be 8-33% slower compared to the unsafe version. While
most benchmarks see no slowdown because of our optimization for local collections, Prawn does
many accesses to shared Hash instances: 2.7 million reads and 1.6 million writes per second on one
thread. Consequently, it sees some overhead for the now thread-safe Hash implementation with the
ConcurrentBuckets strategy, which uses lock-free algorithms for read and write accesses.
Mutex Not Needed with Thread-Safe Collections. Interestingly, we found a Hash-based cache [Brown
et al. 2017b] in the Prawn library that was protected by a Mutex for JRuby but does not need it
with thread-safe collections. This cache is used while loading fonts during the setup phase of the
benchmark and therefore removing the Mutex has no impact on peak performance.
WEBrick. As third benchmark, we measure the throughput of WEBrick, the HTTP server in the
standard library, simply delivering “Hello World”. Figure 16 shows that WEBrick does not scale
beyond 8 threads due to spawning a new thread for each request. Yet, we achieve a speedup of
15.5x over MRI and 1.9x over JRuby on 8 threads.
7.8

Summary

The evaluation shows that when a collection does not need to undergo layout changes, the SharedFixedStorage is a fast, yet safe strategy. However, when the collection’s storage needs to be
changed dynamically, our Lightweight Layout Lock provides a balanced performance in all evaluated
scenarios and is better than the Layout Lock. For concurrent writes, the Lightweight Layout Lock
improvements significantly over StampedLock and ReentrantLock and enables scalability (cf.
Figure 5). As a result, we use it for the SharedDynamicStorage strategy and the ConcurrentBuckets strategy.
8

RELATED WORK

Section 2 already discussed the basic techniques on which our work relies. Here, we further detail
how our work relates to adaptive collections and synchronization techniques.
Adaptive Data Representations and Collections. Daloze et al. [2016] introduced thread-safe objects
for dynamic languages, distinguishing local and shared objects. They track sharing of built-in
collections similarly to other objects. However, their collection implementations are not thread-safe.
To optimize the data representation of collections, Bolz et al. [2013] use storage strategies to
avoid boxing in homogeneous arrays, dictionaries, and sets. This reduces the memory footprint
of collections and avoids the computational overhead of boxing. However, Bolz et al. used PyPy,
which uses a GIL, and thus did not consider concurrency issues.
A generic approach to adaptive data representations was proposed by De Wael et al. [2015]
enabling general representation changes at run time. While their approach can optimize aspects
such as memory locality in addition to boxing, they did not consider concurrency issues either.
In contrast to these works, this paper proposes an approach to address concurrency for optimized
collection representations. As detailed earlier, concurrent collection strategies enable the efficient
synchronization of adaptive data representations, and with our approach to gradual synchronization,
they adapt themselves to the concrete usage, too.
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Newton et al. [2015] demonstrate the soundness of dynamically transitioning between multiple
representation of collections to address scalability. Their solution is limited to purely functional
data structures that have lock-free counterparts. Purely functional data structures do not scale due
to contention on a single mutable variable. Lock-free data structures introduce overhead in low
contention scenarios. Therefore adapting the representation based on contention helps improve
performance in both scenarios. Their solution is not applicable to dynamic programming languages
due to the strict limitation of relying on purely functional data structures.
Layout Lock. As detailed in Section 5.6, the Lightweight Layout Lock is an extension of Cohen
et al. [2017]’s Layout Lock designed for synchronizing collections in dynamic languages. The
original Layout Lock was too restricted due to its static design for thread registration and handling
of consecutive layout changes. It expects to know the maximum number of threads in advance and
allocates a fixed-length array of that size to store the lock’s state. This also affects the memory
footprint of the Layout Lock, which depends on the maximum number of threads. This memory
footprint issue becomes worse when applying padding to reduce contention due to false sharing.
The Lightweight Layout Lock fixes these issues and improves on three major points. Consecutive
layout changes are optimized to perform as fast as with an exclusive lock instead of severely
degrading scalability (cf. Figure 6). Threads register dynamically with the lock, which is needed as
there is no known upper bound on the number of threads in dynamic language runtimes. Finally,
as a consequence, the memory footprint of the lock is improved as only threads registered with the
lock are tracked in the lock’s state.
VM-level Synchronization Techniques. Thread safety of data representations for dynamic language
implementations has seen only limited attention so far. As mentioned earlier, JavaScript avoids the
issue by not allowing sharing of objects or collections and Ruby and Python rely on GILs, which
sequentialize all relevant execution.
Odaira et al. [2014] use hardware transactional memory (HTM) to replace the GIL in MRI. Their
approach simulates the GIL semantics and even though it adds extra yield points, per-bytecode
atomicity is preserved. However, their evaluation with the NAS Parallel Benchmarks shows lower
scalability as well as an overhead for single-threaded performance.
Meier et al. [2016, 2018] use software transactional memory (STM) to simulate GIL semantics in
PyPy-STM, allowing certain workloads to achieve parallel speedups. Their approach replicates the
GIL semantics faithfully by monitoring all memory accesses and breaking atomicity only between
bytecodes. However, their STM system adds an overhead on sequential performance and scalability.
Such STM and HTM systems add overhead to all shared memory accesses, since they do not
distinguish between potentially benign interpreter memory accesses and the application accessing
its data. Our approach confines guarantees to the implementation-level of collections and thus
does not have the overhead of monitoring memory accesses of the interpreter. Furthermore, our
concurrent strategies adapt to specific usage patterns, which provides more optimization potential.
Synchronization in Lisp Systems. Common Lisp runtimes such as SBCL and LispWorks support
parallelism, but the handling of built-in collections such as vectors and hash tables is implementation
dependent. On SBCL, these collections are unsynchronized by default, causing exceptions and lost
updates when used concurrently. A :synchronized constructor argument can be used to create a
synchronized hash table.6 LispWorks synchronizes by default, paying a performance cost that can be
avoided by passing the single-thread argument.7 With our technique, this manual approach could
be avoided, sources for errors removed, and performance for single threaded execution improved.
6 SBCL

User Manual: http://www.sbcl.org/manual/#Hash-Table-Extensions
of make-hash-table: http://www.lispworks.com/documentation/lw60/LW/html/lw-608.htm

7 Documentation
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For Racket, Swaine et al. [2010] introduced futures to add parallelism to the existing runtime
with minimal effort. They distinguish safe, unsafe, and synchronized primitive operations. Only
safe operations run in parallel. Collection operations in futures are considered as unsafe or synchronized and therefore are serialized. In other work, Tew et al. [2011] proposed places, an actor-like
concurrency model for Racket that allows sharing mutable fixed-size arrays of primitive values
(bytes, integers, floats). Places prevent sharing mutable data structures containing objects (e.g., hash
tables) or arrays with variable-length and therefore avoid thread safety issues such as in Table 1.
Shared-Memory JavaScript. In JavaScript, only primitive data can be shared between parallel
workers using a SharedArrayBuffer [Mozilla 2018]. Pizlo [2017] proposed an idea for efficient
shared-memory including arbitrary objects that is tightly coupled to garbage collection and object
representation properties of the underlying VM. It is based on transition-thread-local objects, which
are objects and built-in collections that do all layout changes on the thread that created the object.
On access, such objects and collections check that the current thread is the creator thread. In contrast,
our notion of local implies no overhead, but applies to fewer objects. He proposes either using
exclusive per-array locking or compare-and-swap for array resizes. However, it is not detailed how
the index for a new element and the new array size are computed for concurrent appends. A single
CAS on the storage is insufficient, because appends could overwrite each other. Other operations
such as deleting an element migrates arrays to a dictionary representation. For dictionaries, he
proposes using an exclusive lock on all accesses. Our approach enables scaling for dictionaries and
allows all array operations without the need to fallback to a less efficient representation.
9

CONCLUSION

Implementations for languages such as Python, Ruby, and JavaScript have limited support for
parallelism. They either sequentialize all operations on a collection or do not support safe concurrent
modification causing for instance lost updates or low-level exceptions. In this paper, we made the
next step for parallelism in dynamic languages by enabling safe, efficient, and parallel access to
collections. We introduced a method of gradual synchronization, migrating collections between
multiple levels of synchronization, depending on the dynamic needs of each collection instance.
Collections reachable only by a single thread do not need to be synchronized and retain singlethreaded performance. When a collection is shared with other threads, the collection switches to a
concurrent strategy. We designed and implemented three concurrent strategies for synchronizing
two central collections, arrays and dictionaries, that are common to many dynamic programming
languages. The main principles of these strategies are applicable to other collections.
We designed our strategies based on usages patterns of collections. Concurrent algorithms often
use fixed-size arrays and rely on parallel read and write accesses. Therefore, the first strategy
supports parallel access to fixed-size arrays, with no overhead as long as the array size and storage
do not need to change. When the fixed-size assumptions no longer holds, the array is migrated to a
more general strategy, which handles arbitrary changes to the array. This strategy uses the novel
Lightweight Layout Lock, a refined version of the Layout Lock [Cohen et al. 2017], which enables
parallel read and write accesses to the array and synchronizes them with layout changes, i.e., larger
structural changes such as resizing the array, changing the storage type, etc.
For dictionaries, we designed a single concurrent strategy for simplicity. The strategy uses a
lock-free list to maintain the insertion order as well as the Lightweight Layout Lock to synchronize
accesses to the buckets array. This enables parallel lookups and concurrent insertions and removals.
We apply these techniques to TruffleRuby’s built-in collections Array and Hash. Using our method
of gradual synchronization, the implementations of these collections now provide thread safety
guarantees that are similar to those provided by a global interpreter lock, yet without inhibiting
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scalability. Specifically, they do not expose implementation details in the form of internal threadsafety issues such as lost updates, out-of-bounds errors, and out-of-thin-air values. This avoids
causing data races that do not exist in the application code.
With such thread safety guarantees, dynamic language developers can now rely on their typical
programming idioms for building parallel applications and take advantage of scalable collections.
We believe that this is by far superior compared to requiring them to use different collection
types for concurrency when moving to language implementations without a global lock. Since
our approach is transparent, thread safety guarantees for built-in collections are always provided
without requiring error-prone application changes to protect against implementation-level data
races (e.g., by changing the used collection type or adding manual synchronization). While this
automatic synchronization of collections is particularly important for dynamic languages with
their few and versatile collections, we believe it could also be beneficial for static languages, where
thread safety of basic collections could be guaranteed while preserving performance.
The evaluation shows that our approach does not impact the performance of single-threaded
programs and collections that are only reachable by a single thread. Array accesses with the fixedsize strategy show zero overhead and scale linearly, and shared Hash operations show 14% overhead
compared to the unsynchronized Hash. We show that our approach scales similarly to Fortran and
Java on the NAS Parallel Benchmarks. Finally, we observe that the safety provided by our approach
comes with an overhead of 5% for the geometric mean over all non-micro benchmarks, from 33%
slower up to 1% faster, by comparing results on 1 thread. We consider this overhead acceptable
since it brings the safety and convenience known from GIL-based implementations, while at the
same time enabling scalable parallelism. We hope that these results inform memory models for
dynamic languages and encourages them to provide stronger guarantees for built-in collections.
Given the success of our experiments we plan to integrate this work into TruffleRuby. By
providing efficient and thread-safe collection implementations for dynamic languages, we hope to
bring a parallel and safer multi-threaded programming experience to dynamic languages, paving
the way to a better utilization of today’s multi-core hardware.
Future Work. Combining thread-safe collection implementations and thread-safe objects yields
two of the most important guarantees of a GIL, without its drawbacks. Future work could explore
which other guarantees provided by a GIL are useful to the user or conversely, which implementation
details of the VM should not leak to the user level. Such work should also investigate how to
formalize these guarantees to precisely define the tradeoff between GIL-semantics and our approach.
Another open question is how the internal synchronization of collections and objects can be
combined safely and efficiently with user-level synchronization to avoid redundant synchronization.
It would also be worthwhile to investigate further strategies in addition to the proposed ones.
While the dynamic language collections are very versatile, we assume that concrete instances use
only a subset of operations, e.g., to use an array as a stack. Strategies optimized for such use cases
might provide further performance benefits. Similarly, behavior might change in phases, which
might make it useful to consider the resetting of a strategy.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR: PARALLELIZATION OF DYNAMIC LANGUAGES:
SYNCHRONIZING BUILT-IN COLLECTIONS
This is supplementary material for main part of the paper.
A

REASONING ABOUT CORRECTNESS FOR THE LIGHTWEIGHT LAYOUT LOCK

Similarly to the Layout Lock [Cohen et al. 2017], the Lightweight Layout Lock must satisfy the
following properties: (a) layout change operations are mutually exclusive, (b) write operations
are not concurrent with a layout change operation, and (c) optimistic read operations detect a
concurrent layout change operation and fail, allowing for recovery.
In this section, we sketch the correctness of the Lightweight Layout Lock protocol by describing
invariants, which correspond to the above correctness properties. We argue that if these invariants
hold, the lock is providing the necessary synchronization for concurrent strategies.
The correctness of the Lightweight Layout Lock invariants depends on a baseLock that correctly
satisfies shared vs. exclusive locking invariants, such as a Reader-Writer Lock [Hillebrand and
Leinenbach 2009].
The Lightweight Layout Lock does not support nesting API calls, nor does it support upgrading
(i.e. atomically turning a read operation into a write operation, or a write operation into a layout
change operation). Similar to other locks, an operation is comprised of the following steps: (a) a
prologue, usually an API call (a call to a start method in the case of the Lightweight Layout Lock),
(b) a body, the user code that performs the actions that are synchronized by the lock, and finally
(c) an epilogue, a symmetric API to the prologue that performs synchronization actions related to
finishing the operation (a call to a finish method in the case of the Lightweight Layout Lock).
A threadState is an AtomicInteger that associates a thread and a Lightweight Layout Lock
instance. The thread states associated with a specific lock instance are maintained in that lock’s
threadStates list. The value of a threadState is a combination of two bits: The LC bit and WR bit,
representing four states: 0 (Inactive), WR (Writing), LC (Layout Change), and LC + WR (Writing with
Layout Change Pending). The threadState value is modified by the various API calls, as shown in
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Fig. 17. This diagram shows all the state transitions of a threadState, as they are triggered by the different
API calls of the Lightweight Layout Lock. The dashed arrows indicate the reader and writer slow paths (i.e. a
call to slowSet() in Listing 2).

Supp. Figure 17. Each transition of the threadState is performed atomically either by actions of the
owning thread or by a different thread that starts a layout change.
Invariant 1. For some threadState of thread T and lock lll, if T clears the LC bit, then
• T called either finishRead() or startWrite().
• the rescan flag was set to true prior to clearing of the LC bit.
• clearing of the LC bit was performed while the baseLock was held in shared mode.
The slowSet() method is used to set rescan to true and clear the LC bit. It is not invoked directly
by user code, but rather as part of the read operation epilogue and the write operation prologue. It is
the only method provided by the Lightweight Layout Lock that can clear the LC bit. The slowSet()
method locks the baseLock in shared mode prior to modifying rescan and the threadState, and
releases the baseLock when done. Note that although startWrite() and finishWrite() update the
threadState directly (at lines 22 and 30 in Listing 2, respectively), they only modify the WR bit.
Invariant 2. For a given Lightweight Layout Lock instance lll,
lll.rescan = false =⇒ ∀ts ∈ lll.threadStates, ts = LC (Layout Change)
When the Lightweight Layout Lock is initialized, the rescan flag is set to false (at line 4 in
Listing 2) and there are no threads registered with the lock (i.e. threadStates = {}). So this invariant
holds when creating the lock since there are no threadStates.
When a new threadState is registered with the lock, it is first set to LC (Layout Change, at line
68), thus thread registration preserves this invariant.
When a reader calls finishRead() and detects (at line 13) that the threadState is not 0 (not
Inactive), it calls slowSet() (at line 16) to set the threadState to 0 (Inactive). When a writer calls
startWrite() and the CAS (at line 22) fails (i.e. the threadState value is LC (Layout Change)), it
calls slowSet() (at line 25) to set the threadState to WR (Writing). By Invariant 1, slowSet() sets
rescan to true prior to modifying the threadState. Therefore, in the only two cases that clear the
LC bit, Invariant 2 is maintained.
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The rescan flag can only be reset by startLayoutChange() when it detects (at line 46) that the
rescan flag is true. It then scans all the registered threadStates and either verifies that they are
already equal to LC (Layout Change), or turns on the LC bit, thus transitioning the threadState into
either LC (Layout Change) or LC + WR (Writing with Layout Change Pending) (cf. Supp. Figure 17). If
the thread that owns the threadState is concurrently performing a write operation, i.e. threadState
equals LC + WR (Writing with Layout Change Pending), startLayoutChange() will busy-wait until the
the thread calls finishWrite() and clears the WR bit.
After all threadStates have been set to LC (Layout Change), startLayoutChange() sets rescan to
false. The scanning is performed while the baseLock is held in exclusive mode, and by Invariant 1,
the LC bit is only cleared while holding the baseLock in shared mode (by slowSet()), thus clearing
of the LC flag and setting the LC flag are mutually exclusive. The LC bits can only be set and the
rescan flag can only be reset in startLayoutChange(). Therefore, when startLayoutChange() sets
rescan to false, all registered threadStates must equal LC (Layout Change), satisfying Invariant 2.
Invariant 3. For a given Lightweight Layout Lock instance lll,
∃ts ∈ lll.threadStates, ts , LC (Layout Change) =⇒ lll.rescan = true
This is trivially true by a contraposition of Invariant 2.
Invariant 4. The body of a write operation and the body of a layout change operations are mutually
exclusive.
For this invariant, we need to look at the two cases of a write operation: the fast path and the slow
path. The write operation fast path begins by a successful CAS of the threadState from 0 (Inactive)
to WR (Writing). If a layout change prologue runs concurrently, then by Invariant 3, the rescan flag
must be true, and thus it loops over the registered threadStates and tries to set them to LC (Layout
Change). However, since the CAS of startWrite succeeded for threadState, then the comparison
at line 49 fails for that same threadState (either before or after the CAS), thus the value LC is
atomically added to the threadState at line 51 resulting in LC + WR (Writing with Layout Change
Pending). startLayoutChange() will then busy-wait until the thread calls finishWrite() and clears
the WR bit, letting the threadState become LC (Layout Change) and releasing the busy-wait loop.
Thus the layout change operation body cannot start until all write operations fast paths completed.
The write operation slow path begins by a failing CAS of the threadState from 0 (Inactive)
to WR (Writing). The slow path proceeds by calling slowSet() with the value WR (Writing), which
requires locking the baseLock in shared mode. However, since a layout change prologue begins by
locking the baseLock in exclusive mode (startLayoutChange() at line 45), and releases the lock only
after the layout change operation completed (at line 63), the write operation is suspended until the
layout change operation is completed. Thus a write operation body cannot start before a layout
change body completes.
Since startWrite() always sets the WR bit (either via a successful CAS or slowSet()), finishWrite()
is the only operation clearing the WR bit, and startLayoutChange() waits until the WR bit is removed,
the layout change operation body cannot start until all write operation bodies completed.
Invariant 5. During a layout change operation body
• baseLock is held in exclusive mode.
• rescan is false.
• all registered threadStates equal LC (Layout Change).
The layout change prologue in startLayoutChange() begins by acquiring the baseLock in exclusive
mode. The lock is released at finishLayoutChange(), thus it is held in exclusive mode during the
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layout change operation. When startLayoutChange() completes, rescan must equal false, since
startLayoutChange() resets the rescan flag, and the flag can only be set by slowSet() which requires
holding the baseLock in shared mode. However, the baseLock is held in exclusive mode during
a layout change operation, thus rescan remains false at least until the end of the layout change
operation. By Invariant 2 it is implied that all registered threadStates equal LC (Layout Change)
when rescan is false.
Invariant 6. For a given lock instance lll and a thread T, a call to lll.finishRead() by T returns
false if a call to lll.startLayoutChange() completed since the previous call by T to lll.finishRead() or
to lll.startWrite().
In other words, a read operation is made aware of a concurrent or previous layout change at
finishRead(), and returns false to initiate a recovery (i.e. restart of the read operation).
By Invariant 5, all threadStates are set to LC (Layout Change) when startLayoutChange() completes and the baseLock is held in exclusive mode. Therefore, if startLayoutChange() completed
since the previous call by T to finishRead() or startWrite(), then a subsequent call by T to
finishRead() must go through the slow path (i.e. call slowSet()) since threadState equals LC (Layout Change). After slowSet(), finishRead() will return false (at line 17).

Conclusion. These invariants ensure that writing and layout changes are mutually exclusive, and
that reading of a value after a layout change started is aware of the layout change and can perform
the needed recovery. Thus, we argue that the Lightweight Layout Lock provides the necessary
synchronization to ensure correctness of concurrent strategies.
B

SAFE PUBLICATION OF SHARED COLLECTIONS

An interesting semantic example arises when sharing a newly-created collection, and reading its
contents from another thread. We discuss this example here, because it needs low-level implementation details to be explained. In our implementation, it is guaranteed that the other thread
will observe values at least as recent as set just before sharing the collection. In other words, safe
publication [Shipilëv 2014] is guaranteed for newly-created collections shared to other threads.
Supp. Table 2 illustrates an example where safe publication ensures the same outcome as a global
lock.
Table 2. An example illustrating safe publication.
Example
7

Initial: array = [1]
array = [2]

print array[0]

GIL

Goal

Unsafe

1
2

1
2

1
2
0

Unsafe has the additional outcome 0, because it does not guarantee safe publication and as a
result might read the element before it is initialized to 2. In Java, memory is guaranteed to be
zero-initialized for allocations, so only zero values can be observed (including null for an Object[]).
We consider 0 an out-of-thin-air value as it is never written by the program. The program only sets
the first array element to 1 and 2, but never to 0. Therefore, we want to prevent this outcome.
Our implementation prevents observing 0 by having safe publication semantics for shared
objects and collections. This is guaranteed by the process of sharing an object or collection, which
involves having a memory barrier between marking the object or collection as shared and the
actual assignment making the object or collection reachable from other threads. This process is
detailed in Supp. Figure 18. Daloze et al. detail the write barrier but do not mention the memory
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// assuming array is a variable shared between threads,
// the Ruby code array = [2] becomes:
RubyArray tmp = new RubyArray();
tmp.storage = new int[] { 2 };
tmp.shared = true; // mark as shared
Unsafe.storeFence(); // or just a StoreStore barrier
array = tmp; // publish the array to other threads

Fig. 18. Pseudo-code illustrating the implementation of the write barrier sharing a collection.

barrier, which was an omission in that paper. The barrier is also required to ensure other threads
correctly see this object or collection as shared.
C

RAW DATA TABLE FOR FIGURE 5

Table 3. Raw data table for Figure 5, showing the throughput relative to Local with 1 and 44 threads, as well
as the scalability with 44 threads normalized to the 1-thread performance of the configuration.
Benchmark

100% reads
Throughput

Threads
Local
SharedFixedStorage
VolatileFixedStorage
LightweightLayoutLock
LayoutLock
StampedLock
ReentrantLock

Scaling

90% reads, 10% writes

50% reads, 50% writes

Throughput

Throughput

Scaling

Scaling

1

44

44

1

44

44

1

44

44

1.000
1.030
0.351
0.259
0.230
0.189
0.045

1.000
0.997
0.330
0.247
0.223
0.181
0.001

45.1
43.7
42.4
43.0
43.6
43.4
0.9

1.000
1.036
0.255
0.162
0.164
0.136
0.038

1.000
1.079
0.300
0.181
0.185
0.001
0.001

39.2
40.8
46.1
43.9
44.4
0.4
0.9

1.000
0.997
0.137
0.079
0.078
0.062
0.039

1.000
0.897
0.154
0.081
0.080
0.000
0.001

42.4
38.1
47.6
43.7
43.7
0.1
0.9

Figure 5 shows how each configuration scales from 1 to 44 threads but it is hard to observe
some data points due to overlapping lines. Therefore we provide the most relevant data in Supp.
Table 3. As the table shows, the throughput of ReentrantLock is very low even on a single thread.
StampedLock does not scale when there are concurrent writes, and is even significantly slower on
44 threads than on 1 thread. Other locks scale well on these 3 benchmarks, but the throughput of
Local and SharedFixedStorage is many times faster than other configurations.
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